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“Thy _______ have I hid in mine _______ , that I might not _____ against
thee.” Psalm 119:11


Psalm 119—“An ____ to God’s __________ ”



There are ____ stanzas to this Hebrew poem, one for every letter of
the Hebrew alphabet—which makes this an _________ poem.



Every line of this 176 (22 x 8) verse poem contains either the word
_____ or ________ or one of their synonyms.



It is “the DaVidic Code”—the _______ code and _______ authority
of all who follow God—i.e., the Word of God.

Three major evidences that the Bible supercedes every other holy book on
earth. (Fro m Jam es M acD ona ld’s new bo ok, God W rote a Book)


Evidence #1—_________
#

Preeminence among __________.
!
The Bible is preeminent in its ______________.
<
It is now translated into _____ languages, with
portions of it in _______ languages.
<
The Gideons International placed and distributed
more than ____ million complete copies of the
Bible globally in 2001. (That averages a million
copies a week or 107 copies per minute!)
!
The Bible is preeminent in its ___________ .
!
The Bible is preeminent among religious _________ .
!
“Saying that any book, anywhere, written by anyone,
could on any level compare to the Bible would be a
statement of ignorance.” (p 16)

#

Preservation under __________
!
The attack of ________
<
“God is one hundred percent committed to taking
care of it.” (17)
!
The attack of ________
<
Bible manuscripts outnumber Homer’s Iliad
manuscripts (the next most commonly copied
document) by nearly 40 to 1!

#







Proof of _____________
!
Go on the web and type in “Bible” and “archaeology” . .
.

Evidence #2—____________
#

Internal ___________
!
The Bible is a collection of _____ authors who wrote
over a period of _______ years.
!
And yet it is the most internally consistent piece of
accumulated human writing in all history.
!
I believe it is the divine authorship of Holy Scripture that
is the only explanation for the Bible’s compelling
internal consistency regarding human _______ and
divine _________.

#

Fulfilled ___________
!
There are ____ major prophecies concerning the life of
Jesus Christ written centuries before His birth.
!
Statisticians tells us that the statistical probability of
just 8 of those prophecies being fulfilled is _____ (one
hundred thousand trillion).

Evidence #3—_____________
#

As a pastor I have witnessed the profound, supernatural effects
both the hearing and the reading of Holy Scripture have had on
human lives.

#

And I have personally discovered the supernatural power of a
personal friendship with the Author of the Book.

Don’t miss Rich Constantinescu this Wednesday at House of Prayer (7
p.m.)—and learn how to memorize and study your Bible.

Please memorize: Psalm 119:11
word, heart, sin, Ode, Word, 22, acrostic, “law”, “word”, moral, moral, External, literature,
circulation, 400, 2500, 56, influence, writings, attack, man, time, archaeology, internal,
consistency, 40, 1500, morality, truth, prophecy, 61, 1017, Experiential

